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Client Speaks !

CV shapers team is very competitive in spirit, they are clear which training is required for you basis your skills
to land in the job you want. They are extremely professional, thoughtful, and considerate. They really walks you
through unraveling your roadblocks and told me how to present myself in the best light possible. I had a number of
roadblocks which I had initially felt was negatively impacting my performance in job interviews & the way these
people helped me has drastically renewed my confidence. I am very happy and feeling proud to be a in touch with
CV shapers.
I am glad that I was introduced by a friend to CV Shapers team at a very crucial juncture
of my career. I liked the way they not only helped me in shaping my CV better but also
the counseling that they offered me to get my head cleared of all the career related
confusions. I liked the way they helped me identifying the path I should take for a better
future! I whole heartedly and highly recommend CV Shapers!

Ibrahim Hamed
Alexandria, Egypt

I really found CV Shapers a professional org. with efficient results. I will
recommend them to my friends

Sanjeeb Nath
Orissa, India

Thanks to the whole team of CV sharper for making my CV according to my
job profile and industry needs and giving the best services

Sako Mahdessian
Beirut, Lebanon

I tried so long to make a direct & to the point CV or Resume, but it never worked
out, till I came into knowing your well known site or agent, it really made a
complete change & created an attractive, professional new CV, hope will have
the chance to get the suitable job & progress to achieve more of my dreams &
ambitions, with my best wishes & thanks from Sako

Vinay Sundar,
Bangalore, India

To all my friends out there who have been searching jobs in various fields,
i have noticed a huge positive change in my career path due to a team i
came across. There are many facts and things to know whats stopping
you from getting a right job for your potential. please go to CV Shapers
and find out what? how? why?..Trust me you will be happy in near future
with your career. !!!!!!

Tausif Dalvi,
Qatar

It has been a great help from CV shapers team. I would like to thank, specially
CEO for helping in shaping my cv in a proper way. You guys rockkkkk.......

International Client(s)

Sreekanth V Pillai
Kuwait
I would like to convey my
Gratitude towards the valuable
support offered to create an
excellent CV. Thank you so very
much !...

Tauseef V.A
Chennai, India
Thank
you
team
for
creating an awesome CV &
assisting me finding a job.
Appreciate your work !...

Somraj Navidhar
Mumbai, India
Yesterday I received my CV which
was shaped by you. Guys. I liked it
very much…Excellent Job. Thanks!

www.cvshapers.com
Darran Carter
Kuwait

Client Speaks !

After checking other cv company's, and there prices. I went with cv shapers, as they were a good value for money.
Though they hadn't been recommended by anyone, I went with my Gut feeling. I was very happy I did. As they
were very good at finding out what I do in my job and then putting in the cv in a very good way. They were very
patient and had excellent listening skills. They also seemed genuine and willing to help. I have recommended them
Devin Subbarao
to a friend and I also will recommend them in the future

Malaysia
Oscar Kaira
Zambia
Sujit Varghese
Kuwait

Manoj Sanyashiv
Pune, India

Avanish Gautam
Abu Dhabi, UAE
Fairuz
Selangor, Malaysia

I have found great joy to be associated with CV Shapers. I will not keep quite but will tell
and share with many people about the good services CV Shapers offer.
I found CV shapers through an online search and decided to take a chance on
my wife's CV, with them. I have to admit, that not only were my needs met, but
in fact they exceeded my expectations. The team is extremely efficient and
friendly, not to mention that their work is utmost professional. I was so
impressed with their work, that I opted for their LinkedIn profile branding service
as well, for my wife. I will recommend CV shapers absolutely to anyone. Great
work done by the team and keep up the good job.
CV Shapers - People with Professional Class..very Satisfied with
services.....Thanks.
Thank you very much for the services that has extended to me during the period
of requirement. Indeed, it is really your personal care that made me assured of
my career, I express my sincere gratitude to your service once again and thank
you very much
Thanks for a timely, accurate and good service. Keep it up!

Peter Hall
Egypt

Thank you team for creating an awesome CV & assisting me finding a job.
Appreciate your work !...

Tahir Hussain,
Bangalore, India

My CV looks much much better now. Thanks to Tarun who helped in making a
wonderful CV. Apparently, I see better chances of me finding a role soon I
see that my future is moved from dull to bright now. I for sure recommend
others too to have a word with you. Thanks so much again

International Client (s)

I received my Curiculum Vitae and Cover
Letter on time but took time for linked in
since departure of one of the cofounder and
finally I received it. My resume before
changes with C V shapers was something
like I applied for jobs and no reply at all from
employers or i am not suitable for a
positions. After I done my resume with CV
Shapers, I am receiving constructive
feedback like my application under review
,considering my application for the position
and remaining only some of the reviews like
i am not suitable for the position with only 4
out of 100.mostly,I believe positive chances
on getting a suitable careers are there and i
suggest everyone purchase the job search
service with them to avoid delays in job
search .I believe you may get faster results
from their service since they are
professional. I will definitely recommend it to
my friends in Malaysia and other westerners
friends because most of them looking for
opportunity abroad like Dubai, Middle East
and South East Asia. For now I am
recommending it here in Facebook and I
think this organisation provides good value
for money compared to other CV
professional writing services

www.cvshapers.com

Client Speaks !

"Let your Resume stand out from the crowd". Yes CV Shapers do believe in that. It has the best knowledge
oriented people who help you to achieve your requirements with minute detailing and also suggestion for the best.
They are best in different way as they take your view and put in their view and comes out with the best format
required. Thanks so much CV Shapers.
David Obriki
They are professional in a different way. They understand your experience, needs and
Mazen Nasser
Nigeria
express them in an attractive way to the reader and they make you satisfied about
Riyadh, Saudi
yourself when your read your cv written by them.. Thank you cv shapers
Thanks to Tarun and his team for
re-branding my CV & career
The association with you was something best which happened to me in the recent times.
growth, I must admit that your
Satyajith Menon
I was really in search for someone who could give me an appropriate CV with a good
expertise is highly professional
Kerala, India
covering letter and a professional LinkedIn Profile with the much needed inputs and right
and unique. I can now see myself
approach. And you became the best solution. Thanks very much !!
standing the chance of securing
a better job role soon. I for sure.
Jerome Lueneburg
recommend others too to have a
CV is very detail-oriented and produce great results. They're staffed with
Michigan, USA
word with you. Thanks so much
knowledgeable, friendly professionals willing to go the extra mile to fulfil their client’s
again.
needs in a timely manner.
Dale Ruhnau

Smriti Singh
Pune, India

Turkey
David Barango
Nigeria
Krishna Kumar
Qatar

Dear CVSHAPERS, Your Professional torch and advice on my CV + CL, LinkedIn) is
greatly appreciated. I am grateful to be in such a good hands. Thanks again for your
services and may God bless you and your wonderful team
CV Shapers has given a good support to develop my CV, and now it looks more
professional.

Thank you Amey and your entire team. Great job done by the CV Shaper team to
frame and showcase my experience and IT skill-set on my CV in such a way that I
was looking to present from a long time. On the same front I really enjoyed to work
with this kind of professionals, who are standing and available just on one ping and
ensured their assistance in future. I personally recommend to render a services
from CV Shapers, if you are looking that your CV will directly talk to prospective
employer to secure a better role. Accordingly I will update you for the future
achievements.
Nikita Khanduja
CV Shapers has given a great support to develop my CV and LinkedIn professional
Mumbai
profile. It now looks more professional. Thanks team and would recommend
professionals as well.
International Client(s)

Khalid Shafi
Pakistan

I would like to thank CV Shapers for
the assistance they gave me on
strengthening my CV and working
with me on my CL. They were great
and very understanding and
professional. The draft they sent me
was awesome and it looked a heck
of a lot better than I had ever
thought my CV could look. They
have also invited me to contact
them with any other assistance I
need down the road. These people
are very professional and
knowledgeable. I highly recommend
CV Shapers if you are looking to
make your CV look it's best and
needing that boost in your career
search. GREAT job guys! Thank
you!!

